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Willetton’s Got Talent 
Book Week 2019 

Established in 1945, the Children's Book Council of Australia 

(CBCA) is a not-for-profit, volunteer run organisation which aims 

to engage the community with literature for young Australians. 

The CBCA presents annual awards to books of literary merit, for 

outstanding contribution to Australian children's literature. 

In 2015, the CBCA celebrated 70 years of enjoying and promoting 

the best of Australian literature for children and young people. 

(CBC Australia) 

This year’s Book Week theme was -  Reading is my Secret 

Power.This year we went with a superhero/super power theme 

to engage our students in the Book Week celebrations.  Reading 

is a vital lifelong skill. Those who read succeed!  I hope that 

Margaret Wild would enjoy the homage to her shortlisted novel 

The Feather. ( Illustrated by Freya Blackwood).The Book parade 

was a delight, book characters and superheroes marching on to 

the stage proudly showing off their costume.Thank you to all the 

beautiful people who took time out to help with the wings and 

things we made a great team! 

Wings installation 

During week four of this term, many classes worked on creating 

feathers in their classrooms for our Bookweek school 

wingsinstallation. These feathers were designed by students 

using different modes, including, water colours, crayons, paint, 

colour pencils, textas and even glitter! Each feather had the 

individual students superpower that they wish they had. These 

superpowers ranged from flying, reading, running fast, invisibility, 

mindreading to eating lots of cake!Mrs Cobban’s husband, Mr 

Cobban, created a magnificent set of wings for our feathers to go 

on to. Mrs Cobban and a group of wonderful helpers then stayed 

back after school to help lay the feathers on the wings in 

readiness for bookweek in week 5. Many students have walked 

through the library in week 5 in awe of this wonderful installation 

and have taken photos with it.  

Thank you to all teachers, students and parents who worked on 

these feathers for this wonderful whole school display. We could 

not have done it without all these wonderful, dedicated 

individuals. Miss Laura Yeoh  
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